Intraoperative radiation therapy for breast cancer patients: current perspectives
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Abstract: Accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI) provides an attractive alternative to whole breast irradiation (WBI) through normal tissue radiation exposure and reduced treatment duration. Intraoperative radiation therapy (IORT) is a form of APBI with the shortest time interval, as it delivers the entirety of a planned radiation course at the time of breast surgery. However, faster is not always better, and IORT has been met with healthy skepticism. Patients treated with IORT have an increased compliance and overall satisfaction when compared to patients treated with WBI. However, early randomized trial results demonstrated an increased rate of recurrence after IORT, slowing its widespread adoption. Despite these controversies, IORT utilization is increasing nationally and several novel developments are aimed at continuing to minimize the risk of recurrence and treatment-related toxicity while maximizing the patient experience.
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Introduction
For patients with early-stage breast cancer, breast-conserving therapy (BCT) is commonly the preferable surgical treatment option because of the demonstrated equivalence in survival when compared to total mastectomy.1 BCT mostly consists of lumpectomy followed by adjuvant radiation therapy. Radiation therapy in the form of whole breast irradiation (WBI) is typically given daily over 5 weeks and reduces the likelihood of recurrence in the ipsilateral breast.2 Despite the demonstrated benefits of adjuvant radiotherapy, up to a quarter of women who undergo lumpectomy do not receive postoperative breast irradiation.3 Increased age and long-distance travel to the radiotherapy center have been identified as determinants of omission of radiation therapy, suggesting that optimizing the patient experience can serve to improve radiotherapy utilization and as a result improve disease control.4,5 Accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI), which involves delivering a higher dose of radiation to a smaller volume of breast tissue over a shorter period of time, has been proposed as an alternative to WBI. The American Society for Radiation Oncology (ASTRO) and other professional societies have issued consensus criteria for APBI suitability, which usually include small (<3 cm), node-negative breast cancers with negative surgical margins, age of at least 50 years old, and patients with non-invasive disease.6–8

Intraoperative radiation therapy (IORT) is a type of APBI delivered in a single fraction after lumpectomy and before surgical wound closure. IORT offers many logistical advantages to WBI and APBI, including patient convenience, decreased irradiation of healthy organs, and patient compliance among others. Despite the theoretical and demonstrated advantages and disadvantages of IORT, it has been met with healthy...
Evidence supporting IORT

The ELIOT trial

Two large, prospective randomized trials comparing IORT to WBI have been performed, each demonstrating technical differences in their approach to IORT. The ELIOT trial used highly energized electrons to deliver radiotherapy to the lumpectomy cavity during surgery. The ELIOT trial randomized 1305 patients, who were ≥48 years old and had a tumor size ≤2.5 cm to either a single dose of 21 Gy intraoperatively or 50 Gy of WBI with a 10 Gy boost over 6 weeks. The electron technique involved a dedicated linear accelerator used to create a collimated electron beam with 6–9 MeV energies, with 21 Gy, prescribed to the 90% isodose, given to the tumor bed after lumpectomy. The 5-year ipsilateral breast tumor recurrence (IBTR) was significantly higher in the intraoperative electron radiation therapy (IOERT) arm compared to the WBI arm (4.4% vs 0.4%, \( p = 0.0001 \)). In addition, outside of the prespecified equivalence margin, 14 patients developed new ipsilateral breast carcinomas in the IOERT arm compared to 0 in the WBI arm. However, for women in the study defined as ELIOT low risk (tumor size ≤2 cm, ≤3 positive nodes, grade 1 or 2, estrogen receptor positive, and not triple negative disease, \( n = 407 \)), IBR was shown to be 1.7% at 5 years. This subgroup comprises the majority of patients now considered appropriate for IORT.

Overall toxicity profile was lower in the IOERT group. Skin erythema, dryness, hyperpigmentation, and pruritus were all significantly lower compared to WBI. A subgroup of patients volunteered to undergo follow-up spiral computed tomography (CT), and the pulmonary fibrosis rate was higher in the WBI group. Fat necrosis, however, occurred at a higher rate in the IOERT group (17% vs 7%, \( p = 0.04 \)).

The TARGIT trial

The Targeted Intraoperative Radiation Therapy (TARGIT-A) trial randomized 3451 patients, who were ≥45 years old with a ≤3.5 cm unifocal invasive ductal carcinoma to either 20 Gy in the tumor bed or 50 Gy over 3–5 weeks with or without a lumpectomy bed boost depending on institutional preference. The TARGIT technique to deliver IORT involves placement of a 1.5–5.0 cm spherical applicator in the tumor bed following lumpectomy. An intrabeam device (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Jena, Germany) is used to deliver 50 kV energy X-rays at the volume surrounding a spherical applicator implanted into the lumpectomy cavity. The surface of the tumor bed receives 20 Gy and attenuates to 5-7 Gy at 1 cm depth. Initial results publication found that the 5-year overall recurrence risk was higher in the TARGIT-A patients compared to external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) (hazard ratio [HR] 1.44, \( p = 0.053 \)). The ipsilateral breast recurrence rate at 5 years was also higher in the IOERT arm (3.3% vs 1.3%, \( p = 0.042 \)). Due to risk factors during surgery or those seen on final pathology, 21% of patients who received IORT in the prepathology arm (IORT delivered before final pathology was available) also received 50 Gy of EBRT. The protocol recommended, but did not require, EBRT for close margins (<1 mm), extensive in situ component, or unexpected invasive lobular carcinoma. The prepathology group met the trial’s noninferiority margin of 2.5%, while the postpathology group (IORT not delivered at time of lumpectomy but within 30 days) did not. TARGIT-A trial authors discussed that the microenvironment of a fresh tumor bed with well-vascularized tissues may have been an advantage for the prepathology cohort and may explain the higher local recurrence rate in the otherwise well-selected postpathology group.

In the TARGIT trial, grade 3–4 skin toxicities were less in the IORT group than in the WBI group (0.2% vs 0.8%, \( p = 0.029 \)). Also of note, fewer non-breast cancer-related deaths were reported in the IORT group (1.4% vs 3.5%, \( p = 0.0086 \)), which the authors attributed to cardiac events and other cancers due to WBI. In an analysis of long-term toxicities, when comparing the IORT group to the WBI group, similar rates of fibrosis, breast edema, retraction, lymphedema, and pain were reported. No telangiectasia were seen after IORT alone; they were seen at a similar rate (17%) for patients who received IORT + WBI or WBI. Furthermore, significantly less breast and arm symptoms were reported in patients who received IORT alone.

CT-HDR-IORT

The University of Virginia Health System developed a novel method of IORT termed precision breast IORT (PB-IORT). PB-IORT combines high dose rate brachytherapy and CT imaging to deliver a single dose of customized radiation at the time of lumpectomy and has been shown to be safe and feasible. An ongoing Phase II trial has been designed to assess the efficacy in comparison to conventional TARGIT style IORT.

PB-IORT occurs in an integrated brachytherapy suite that is equipped with full anesthesia capability and CT-on-rails technology. During the procedure, the patient first undergoes a lumpectomy (prepathology cohort) or reopening of the lumpectomy cavity (postpathology cohort). Next, a multica-
eter brachytherapy balloon is placed into the lumpectomy bed. CT images are taken and reviewed by the surgeon, radiation oncologist, and physicist. If needed, surgical adjustments can then be made in order to increase the conformity between the balloon and the breast tissue. Next, a computerized treatment plan is created, and the dose is able to be sculpted away from the skin and chest wall if necessary. A dose of 12.5 Gy is delivered in a single fraction prescribed 1 cm from the balloon surface using an iridium-192 high dose-rate (HDR) brachytherapy source (Figure 1). The balloon is then removed and the skin incision is closed. Eligibility criteria for the Phase I study included women aged ≥45 years with tumors <3 cm (ductal carcinoma in-situ or invasive cancer) and no pathologic evidence of nodal metastases. If patients in the prepathology cohort were found to have positive margins, then re-excision lumpectomy followed by WBI to 45 Gy in 25 daily fractions is recommended. In the Phase I study, no grade 3+ toxicities were reported, and majority (93%) of the 28 patients had good-to-excellent cosmetic outcomes at last follow-up. This HDR brachytherapy technique was compared to the TARGIT trials 50 kV X-ray technique and was found to have superior dosimetry on all parameters related to target volume dosing.13 Although within predefined tolerance, mean heart and rib dose were nominally increased compared to the superficial photon technique.13 Although there have been no patients with disease recurrence on this trial, follow-up duration remains limited.

Patient experience
IORT improves patient convenience and subsequently compliance when compared to WBI. Analysis of 1903 breast cancer patients who underwent BCS found a fivefold increased risk of local recurrence in patients noncompliant with guideline recommendations for radiotherapy.14 It is reasonable to suspect that IORT would result in less toxicity compared to WBI, owing to the fact that in WBI the entirety of the breast is targeted, while in APBI only the highest risk volume is. Five-year results from the TARGIT-A trial found IORT to be equivalent to WBI with regard to patient-reported cosmetic outcomes and IORT patients had superior breast-related quality-of-life (QOL) outcomes.15,16 These breast symptoms include worse pain, swelling, oversensitivity, and skin problems. Similarly, compared with WBI, the ELIOT trial demonstrated less skin toxicities, which include erythema, dryness, hyperpigmentation, or itching in the IOERT cohort.9 Taken as a whole, these results provide prospective, randomized data that confirm the suspicion that volume of breast irradiated (ie, the whole breast compared to a portion of the breast) is closely tied to subsequent toxicity and long-term cosmesis. Moreover, these results confirm that this improvement results in a difference for patients on a practical level (QOL measures).

Grade 3 and Grade 4 radiation-related skin complications were fewer in the TARGIT trial patients treated with IORT likely due to the smaller treatment volume. However, due to high single-fraction dose in the IOERT arm, fat necrosis and fibrosis rates have been reported at 4.2% and 1.8%, respectively.17 Fat necrosis, which can interfere with surveillance imaging, can lead to palpable breast mass, pain, and skin changes.18 In a single institution experience reporting outcomes for patients treated with IORT using the Intrabeam (TARGIT) device, all 38 evaluated with ultrasound 6–12 months post-IORT were found to have developed a seroma, and 26% were symptomatic.19

While the increased risk of breast cancer recurrence with IORT is a cause for concern, invariably patient preference will also play a significant role in a patient’s treatment decisions. Alvarado et al reported from questionnaires given to 81 patients and found that the majority of breast cancer patients will accept a small increment of local risk for a simpler delivery of radiation.20 The predefined noninferiority margin of 2.5% selected by the TARGIT-A trial would be acceptable by the majority of this group of selected patients, who endorsed a median accepted risk of 2.3%. Not unexpectedly, 91% of patients would choose IORT over WBI if the recurrence risks were equal, warranting further refinements to IORT and increasing availability of APBI.

Cost
Grobmyer et al, in a report on their own experience with the IORT using the Intrabeam device, found markedly lower treatment costs with IORT ($1857) compared to WBI.
In a similar analysis, Alvarado et al, using a Markov decision-analytic model, reported less cost and greater quality-adjusted life years (QALY) with IORT compared to WBI; however, they noted that due to the higher risk of recurrence IORT should only be applied to the eligible population. In contrast, in a cost-per-QALY analysis, Shah et al showed that when factoring in additional medical costs, nonmedical costs, and cost of recurrences, three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy and APBI had a lower overall cost compared to IORT performed in the TARGIT-A and ELIOT trials. While the existing literature is conflicting regarding the method was noninferior to WBI in the prepathology group has been subject to several criticisms. Wazer and Hepel argued that the follow-up time (median 2.4 years) was too short to evaluate local failure since most failures occur after 5 years for small estrogen receptor-positive tumors and that accurate assessment of late toxicities from high-dose focal irradiation requires at least 5 years of follow-up. In response, TARGIT-A trial researchers claimed that most of the reduction in toxicity caused by WBI despite advancement in external beam radiation delivery techniques. When taking into account the total mortality of 4.9% among the patients analyzed, a relative reduction of 25% could be considered clinically significant by many.

A concern of Shah et al was extrapolating typical APBI plans to IORT. For example, in the TARGIT-A trial, the dose at 1 cm was markedly lower compared to a typical APBI plan, likely resulting in higher rates of local recurrence. Due to this and above-mentioned flaws regarding the ELIOT trial, ASTRO guidelines, which group patients into suitability categories for APBI, do not recommend low-energy X-ray IORT outside of prospective registry of clinical trial and state that electron beam IORT should be restricted to patients who meet all “suitable” criteria. Last, the National Surgical Breast and Bowel Project-coordinated prospective trial evaluating APBI (B-39/RTOG 0413) will assist with treatment decisions regarding APBI, although these results are not yet available.

Considering relatively recent widespread adoption of performing sentinel lymph node (SLN) biopsies, results from previous APBI trials are difficult to apply to patients who have positive SLN biopsy but no axillary dissection. For example, Phase II study NRG Oncology/RTOG 9517, which evaluated interstitial brachytherapy APBI (given over several days), required an axillary node dissection and included patients with three or less positive nodes. Meanwhile, the Phase III GEC-ESTRO randomized trial, which compared APBI using interstitial multichannel brachytherapy given over multiple days to conventional WBI, required a negative SLN biopsy or axillary dissection, allowing for N0 or micrometastasis to lymph nodes only to be eligible. Last, the ELIOT trial required axillary node dissection for all patients with a positive SLN biopsy, and ~25% of participants in the trial were node positive. ASTRO guidelines deem patients with pathologically confirmed nodal disease to be unsuitable for APBI. It is clear that there is considerable variability in the recommendation for IORT in node-positive patients and any such use is considered to be experimental as nodal positivity is a factor known to increase the risk of local recurrence.

Future directions

The future of IORT is unknown. On the one hand, there exist distinguished scientists and physicians who have valid concerns regarding the safety of IORT. On the other hand, there exists prospective Phase III evidence, along with improved patient satisfaction and decreased costs in an era where these criteria have gained increasing weight in medical decision-making. As
a result, IORT utilization is increasing nationally in the United States, although National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines do not currently include IORT as an acceptable option for breast cancer.\textsuperscript{33,34} However, as described earlier, there are limitations in the TARGIT and ELIOT approaches to IORT. PB-IORT represents an IORT approach that may represent an improvement on conventional IORT techniques as it incorporates HDR brachytherapy and CT imaging.

An alternative method for delivering IORT is a modified balloon-based APBI called Xoft Axxent electronic brachytherapy, which received US Food and Drug Administration clearance in 2006 and delivers low-energy photons to the lumpectomy cavity surface (50 kV energy).\textsuperscript{35} The device uses a mobile controller to generate kilovoltage X-rays, which require minimal shielding and would not require the same radiation source regulations imposed on iridium-192. Ultrasound image guidance is used to measure balloon-to-skin distance and evaluate air or fluid in the surrounding breast tissue.

Currently, preoperative breast MRI is not part of the standard work-up when evaluating patients for BCS and was not required in the TARGIT-A or ELIOT trial. In a highly selected patient population of T1N0 tumors that would be eligible for APBI, Tallet et al showed that preoperative MRI in patient staging leads to diagnosis of an ipsilateral second BC in 4\% of cases.\textsuperscript{36} Intraoperative MRI to assess surgical margins is the topic of the current investigation,\textsuperscript{37} but thus far seems feasible and would theoretically decrease the need for re-excision lumpectomy and/or additional radiotherapy after IORT for close/positive margins, further improving patient convenience.

A major limitation of IORT used in the above TARGIT-A and ELIOT trials is image guidance, with the resultant inability to document useful information such as dose to the lumpectomy cavity, but also dose to adjacent structures including the skin, chest wall, lung, and heart. The PB-IORT technique described the above attempts to overcome this limitation by obtaining an intraoperative CT scan, which allows for applicator position adjustment before treatment is delivered. Published data found that the benefit of intraoperative CT was not trivial, in that it identifies actionable findings in breast IORT, including residual tumor or errors in applicator positioning, in 24\% of patients.\textsuperscript{38} These images are also used to aid in optimizing radiation planning and performing dosimetry calculations to organs at risk.

The future of breast IORT may extend beyond BCS. In settings where mastectomy is the preferred surgical approach, such as the case for multifocal tumors, nipple-sparing techniques are sometimes implemented to improve cosmetic outcome. Due to concern for recurrence in the nipple–areolar complex, Petit et al performed a study utilizing the ELIOT device to deliver 16 Gy of IORT to 800 patients undergoing nipple-sparing mastectomy.\textsuperscript{39} There were 13 locoregional recurrences (1.6\%), and none occurred in the nipple–areolar complex. However, complication rate was increased with complete or partial necrosis of the nipple–areolar complex occurring in almost 10\% of patients. As described, the role of IORT int he setting of mastectomy remains to be defined, although has the potential to find a niche that will improve quality of care in this patient population as well.

To date, no subset of patients has been identified that can safely omit adjuvant radiation therapy without the increased risk of local recurrence. Hughes et al demonstrated in a randomized trial that for patients aged $\geq$70 years with small, estrogen receptor–positive tumors, the addition of radiation therapy to tamoxifen did not improve the overall survival, distant disease-free survival, or breast preservation.\textsuperscript{40} However, a small improvement in locoregional recurrence, 98\% with tamoxifen plus WBI compared to 90\% with tamoxifen alone, was still observed in this low-risk subset of patients. Perhaps, in the future, IORT will find its home in this patient population where the risks and benefits of adjuvant radiotherapy need to be constantly balanced.

There are several groups that are expanding on the currently held notions of IORT, including radiation delivery shortly after surgery. In an effort to evaluate a technique that provides the improved planning and dosimetry available with APBI that further approaches IORT convenience, Stish et al showed feasibility in starting radiation treatments as soon as 1 day following one procedure including lumpectomy, SLN biopsy, and placement of a multichannel brachytherapy catheter.\textsuperscript{41} Other centers typically place the brachytherapy catheter 3–6 weeks following surgery. In this trial, radiotherapy simulation and planning took place the weekday after surgery, and treatment delivery twice a day for 10 days began within 2 weekdays from surgery. Before brachytherapy was initiated, the final pathology was available, and only given if no pathology characteristics deemed them ineligible per institutional protocol.

**Conclusion**

IORT appeals to patients because of its significant improvement in convenience. Opportunities to increase dose, improve accuracy, and optimize treatment for tailored treatment planning using treatment technologies that exist within RT armamentarium may improve outcomes after IORT. Further refinement of patient selection for APBI in general and IORT in particular will ultimately define its role.
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